
MATERIALS

Caron Simply Soft (100% acrylic, 170 g/6 oz, 288 m/315 yds)
4 skeins White, 4 skeins Soft Green
Size G/4.00mm hook, size H/5.00mm hook
Tapestry needle, scissors

SIZE

Finished size 38 in x 39 in

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, YO, pull through two loops.

PATTERN

Chain 129 in white with a size G hook. (Or one size smaller than whatever you are using for main blanket.
A smaller hook helps to keep the chain from sagging).

If you want to make the blanket bigger or smaller, the pattern repeat is any multiple of 10, plus 9.

Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Windowpane Baby Blanket

Pattern by Hannah Brown McKay

https://www.yarnspirations.com/caron-simply-soft-yarn/H97003.html?utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2021_02_23_caron-simply-soft-yarn


Switch to an H hook and *[work 8 SC in white, pulling through with green on 8th stitch. Work 2 SC in
green, carrying the white yarn behind, and pull through with white on the second stitch.]* Repeat *[ ]*
until end of row, always carrying the yarn that you aren't using. You should have 8 stitches of white at the
end of the row.

Chain one, turn and repeat *[ ]* for 10 rows. On the last white stitch of the 10th row, pull through with
green. Chain one and work two rows of SC in green, carrying the white yarn behind. On the last green
stitch of the second row, pull through with white and repeat *[ ]* for ten rows, then two rows of green, etc.
until you reach your desired length.

To make sure you don't get crooked lines, if you are going back to check your work you should always have
8 stitches of white followed by two stitches of green.

When I reached the last ten rows of white, I worked one row of SC of green and continued around the
blanket to form the border on the sides and the other end, working 3 SC's into the corners. I worked
another row of green SC around the edges so that I had 2 total, and when I reached the corner I started
with, I slip stitched into the corner and tied off the blanket.


